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Torrents 15:29 Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell: Conviction (PROTECT
YOUR IP!) Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell: Conviction (PROTECT
YOUR IP!) Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell: Conviction (PROTECT
YOUR IP!) Blacklist. Is it possible to kill the only one named
"Mom's Best Friend" any suggestions for a proiector? Endless
Splinter Cell 2,5 hours no-stop mode with The Blacklist and a
Custom patch. The Blacklist is really freaking great in multiplayer. I
love it. Sorry for this topic, I need to vent. I have been playing
Splinter Cell for years and I love that game. It is my favorite game of
all time. It is the best Splinter Cell game. We all know that
Convection's mission is really really hard as any of the previous
games if you screw up you will die because it will count as your third
death. In the last few games the AI turned complete assholes. I was
playing a friendly game, no cheaters, only my friend. We have been
playing for nearly 3 hours when we where losing we decided to go for
a counter-surveil. While the enemy was randomly walking in certain
rooms, I waited at a certain position and spotted my friend as he was
going back to his escape route. As I looked towards my friend, the
enemy spotted me and saw me. Both my friend and I where spotted
but before the enemy could take a shot at my friend, I took a blind
shot and hit the enemy which made him fall to his knees. He tried to
fire at me but before he could react, I took another shot that hit him
which made him fall dead. My friend proceeded to kill him and then
ran to a nearby room. We got to this room and just as we entered the
room, the game just ended. No ending, nothing, just the desktop
screen with a countdown timer. After an hour or so, the countdown
just stopped and the screen turned black. So that is my very first rant
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about this game. Convection mission. Please don't try to kill the
Splinter or the Anomaly. They will counter-surve
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